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Abstract—The market of Saudi Arabia offers considerable potential for the success of mobile commerce (m-commerce) technology. In this context, this study aims to investigate the factors that influence the intentions of Saudi citizens and firms to use m-commerce technology. This study paper advances the literature by proposing a novel model to investigate the motivations behind adopting m-commerce in Saudi Arabia. The model defines factors that influence both customer and provider intentions of adopting m-commerce. The paper also outlines the methodology to be followed to evaluate the proposed model.

Index Terms—acceptance model, adoption of m-commerce, Saudi Arabia

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile commerce (m-commerce) is the use of mobile and Internet technologies to conduct transactions for the sake of accessing information, interacting with a service, or purchasing a product [1]. It is a considerable extension to electronic commerce, which appeared in the 1990s and reshaped the business models of many industries. M-commerce provides the benefits of ubiquitous trade anytime and anywhere, thanks to advancements in wireless technologies and the growth of the number of mobile devices.

M-commerce technology has been widely adopted by large-, medium-, and small-scale enterprises. This technology helps enterprises improve their performance and their customer experiences. It allows personalising services based on customer interactions with the Internet in general and m-commerce in particular. Once customers download a m-commerce application on their devices, they become easily reachable by enterprises to send adverts to motivate them to purchase their products and services. The results of this have been demonstrated in increased growth rates and higher profits [2].

Many scholars hold the view that the above advantages of m-commerce motivated the adoption of this technology in developing countries. Those countries provide considerable market for ICT-based services [3, 4]. One case is the country of Saudi Arabia, which is the focus of this paper, where m-commerce is increasingly gaining attention [5]. The country has significant potential for m-commerce providers. First, it has a considerable number of smartphone users. In 2019, 80.7% of the population used a smartphone. This percent is expected to reach 97.1% in 2025 [6]. Second, there is clear governmental interest in advancing the adoption of novel technologies and services in the Saudi market as part of the government 2030 vision, which aims to significantly transform the Saudi economy [7]. This interest is expected to attribute to significant investments that aim to improve mobile technologies. The Saudi private sector is reacting with the government 2030 vision by increasingly investing in the IT sector. This includes utilising new technologies that is not yet popular in Saudi Arabia and promoting existing technologies [8].

On the question of accepting a new technology, several models have been proposed to understand the factors that motivate users to adopt new technology. These include TAM [9], UTAUT [10], and TRA [11], among others. Rondan-Cataluña et al. [12] compare the different versions of popular technology acceptance models. However, briefly we describe the most common models and justify our choice. UTAUT provides a unified framework for understanding both the users’ intentions to adopt an innovation and the posterior behaviour. TRA asserts that a person’s behaviour is greatly influenced not merely by bias itself but also by personal opinions and expectations. TAM is based on the belief–attitude–intention–behaviour relationship for predicting user intention adopt a new system.

We choose to use the TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) because it is a widely used model and it has been validated in many contexts. It identifies two main constructs that fit our work well: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, while we add a new third construct, perceived Trust. Perceived usefulness (PU) measures “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance,” while perceived ease of use (PEoU) as measures “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort” [9]. We describe Perceived Trust in detail below. The main advantage of TAM is that it helps to understand the users’ motivation towards using information system and emerging technologies [13].

In this paper, we aim to understand the factors that motivate
the adoption of m-commerce in Saudi Arabia from both a provider and customer perspective. Our focus on the case of Saudi Arabia is due to the current evidence that shows that “e-commerce is growing in slow adoption pattern” [14]. We propose a novel m-commerce adoption model that extends TAM to suit the case of Saudi Arabia by defining a new construct, Perceived Trust (PT), that, besides PU and PEOU, serve the basis for attitudes towards adopting m-commerce. The model also defines a set of factors that form the independent variables that influence the constructs of PU, PEOU, and PT. The paper also outlines the methodology that is to be followed in order to evaluate the proposed model.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The next section analyses related research work. Section III presents and details the research model adopted in this paper. Section IV outlines the methodology to be followed in our future work to evaluate the proposed model and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In alignment with the scope of this paper, this section discusses works that addressed the potential for adopting m-commerce in Saudi Arabia. For this purpose, a number of studies have been identified including [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. For example, Makki and Chang [16] studied the potential influence of mobile applications usage on e-commerce in Saudi Arabia. Alkhunaizan and Love [17] conducted a study to examine the adoption factors. They focused on Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Usefulness, Trust, Perceived financial cost, and Individual differences. AlSuwaidan and Mirza [20] studied the Saudi customer preferences behind the interface of the m-commerce mobile application. The study identified basic elements that the user interface should provide in order to encourage Saudi customers to adopt m-commerce. These elements include the ability to save payment information, viewing product images, and browsing ability, among others. Alfaht et al. [15] conducts an exploratory qualitative study which identified factors affecting the adoption of m-commerce in Saudi banks.

These works provide valuable insights on the tendency to accept m-commerce in Saudi Arabia. Their findings confirm the potential of success due to the observed tendency of Saudi customers to use mobile applications and electronic commerce in general. However, these works suffer from two main limitations. First, they lack the investigation of the effect of independent variables that affect intermediate variables and consequently the ultimate objective of adopting m-commerce. For example, PEOU is an intermediate variable that can be affected by a set of dependent variables, including knowledge and culture. The effect of those dependent variables need to be considered to evaluate the effect of PEOU. Second, they focus on one party of the m-commerce actors, the customers, or a specific type of business (e.g. banks [18]). Other actors including business firms and governmental influence should also be of interest due to their effects on the adoption of m-commerce. In this paper, we outline a research model that addresses these limitations.

III. THE M-COMMERCE ACCEPTANCE FRAMEWORK

This section presents and describes the research model that extends TAM for the case of m-commerce of Saudi Arabia, because the current evidence for effective adoption of e-commerce technologies in general is lacking [14]. The model defines factors (many unique to Saudi Arabia such as culture, social influence and government regulations) that influence the adoption of m-commerce in Saudi Arabia. These factors represent the independent variables of the proposed adoption model. For each factor, a hypothesis is proposed to specify the expected relation to the dependent variable, i.e. ‘intention to adopt m-commerce in Saudi Arabia’. Figure 1 summarises the model illustrating its different layers and the factors that are detailed in the following subsections. The figure shows that the dependent variable to evaluate is the ‘intention to adopt m-commerce in Saudi Arabia’. This variable represents the goal of the research. This variable is determined by the intermediate variables, which represent the basic constructs of the research model. The basic constructs are in turn influenced by the set of adoption factors that represent the independent variables of the model.

A. Basic Constructs (Intermediate variables)

The basic constructs are factors that influence the behaviour of users with respect to their attitude to adopt a new technology. Three constructs are of interest in this model, namely the Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), the Perceived Usefulness (PU), and the Perceived Trust (PT), which determine how helpful, convenient, and trusted is the m-commerce technology to use.

1) Perceived Ease of Use: Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort” [9]. Many attributes can contribute to the PEOU in ICT in general and in m-commerce in particular such as Ease of understanding the system, Ease of finding information, and Ease of performing the required operations (e.g. placing orders, making payments, advertising goods/services etc.) [21]. The easier the user can understand how functionalities provided by the m-commerce system and find any information relevant to those functionalities, including products and services specifications and help and support, the more the user is willing to accept and adopt the system. This hypothesis has been proven in several studies in ICT [22, 23, 24]. Therefore, based on the above, hypothesis (H1) is defined as:

\[ H1: \text{If the Perceived Ease of Use of m-commerce technology is increased then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because citizens will have a better understanding of m-commerce.} \]

2) Perceived Usefulness (PU): Perceived usefulness is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that use of the system will enhance his or her performance” [25]. This factor is a main construct in the basic TAM model and its extensions. It has been adopted and tested in many ICT studies.
It has been found that the extent to which the user finds the system useful plays a significant role in the continuation intention of using that system [29]. The widely observed outcome is that PU positively influence the intention of adopting the ICT system. Therefore, based on the above, hypothesis (H2) is defined as:

**H2:** If the **Perceived Usefulness** of m-commerce technology is increased then this will lead to an increase in citizens' intention to adopt m-commerce because citizens will better realise the advantage of m-commerce.

3) **Perceived Trust (PT):** One characteristic of m-commerce, and e-commerce in general, is that users will trade goods and services without physical interaction. This includes performing online payments through the electronic medium. Although users use this electronic medium to access internet, purchasing and paying over it is a different issue. It requires users’ beliefs about the safety of this medium [30]. Consequently, users’ trust of m-commerce is a key factor that influences the adoption of this technology. In the literature, there is no consensus on the definition of PT. Some definitions include McKnight and Chervany’s attempt which defined trust as “the extent to which one believes that the new technology usage will be reliable and credible” [31]. Another definition is “the extent to which an individual believes that using m-commerce is secure and has no privacy threats” [32]. These definitions imply that users’ acceptance of m-commerce is not only related to PU and PEoU as a mobile technology, but also related to the customer belief that m-commerce providers are safe to deal with is more important. Therefore, based on the above, hypothesis (H3) is placed.

**H3:** If we increase the **Perceived Trust** of m-commerce technology then this will lead to an increase in citizens' intention to adopt m-commerce because citizens will have reduced uncertainty and fear of using m-commerce.

**B. Adoption factors (Independent variables)**

This paper studies the influence of factors on the adoption of m-commerce. The conducted research will evaluate this influence on the intermediate variables of the model, which leads to understand the influence on the dependent variable ‘intention to adopt m-commerce’ in Saudi Arabia. The studied factors are categorised into **Socio-cultural factors**, **Technology implementation factors**, **Technical factors**, and **Environmental factors** and are described in the following.

1) **Socio-cultural factors:** Socio-cultural factors relate to residents who are potentially willing to use the new system or who are the target of innovators. Residents can be in different usage of the m-commerce system. Residents can be consumers, traders, innovation staff, and innovation managers, among others.

   (a) **Knowledge.** The knowledge an individual possesses about new technologies in general affect their choice of using those technologies. Furthermore, the level of knowledge a firm’s staff have affect the firm’s ability to adopt m-commerce. Therefore, the knowledge factor can be viewed from multiple dimensions, including, IT skills, education, and awareness.

   • **IT skills.** The lack of IT skills present in various stakeholders can be a main barrier to adopting m-commerce [33]. Consumers who do not have appropriate knowledge...
of using mobile applications will prefer in-store shopping to buying goods over using m-commerce applications. Similarly, traders will avoid taking a risk of selling their goods through a mobile application if they do not have enough knowledge of how mobile applications work in an e-commerce solution. In addition, less experienced m-commerce innovation teams (developers and managers) may produce low-quality systems that may influence users to abandon m-commerce. We argue that improving the IT skills of various m-commerce stakeholders motivates them to accept and adopt m-commerce. This can be achieved through training stakeholders through seminars, workshops, and guidance in order to eliminate hesitation and increase confidence of adopting m-commerce [34].

- Education. Both the level and type of education may affect the intention to accept new technologies. Stakeholders who possess knowledge about e-commerce in general tend to accept a new m-commerce technology in Saudi Arabia. Similar attitudes could be expected from stakeholders who are knowledgeable of similar IT systems such as online banking or digital health systems as they are aware of the benefits of such systems.

- Technology awareness. Managers of SMEs in Saudi Arabia are expected to play a pivotal role in promoting m-commerce in the country. Therefore, the more the managers are aware of the advancement of m-commerce and similar technologies worldwide, the more they are eager to motivate the development of m-commerce applications for the Saudi market [35]. Furthermore, awareness of the availability of m-commerce, its functionalities and advantages is a pre-requisite step towards acceptance of it and the intention to use it. Awareness of m-commerce can be defined as the extent to which managers (or generally stakeholders) are aware of m-commerce technology and its advantages and potential. On the contrary, the lack of awareness of the technology will limit its adoption. This is evidenced by relevant research investigating the acceptance of m-banking in Saudi Arabia [36]. Their results revealed that the limited awareness of m-banking among Saudi residents resulted in limited acceptance and use of this service. Therefore, in order to positively influence the intention to use the m-commerce technology SME managers need to promote their awareness of the technology and the users’ awareness of the significance of that technology.

Based on the above, hypothesis H4 is defined as:

\[ H4: \text{If citizens with higher levels of IT skills, education, and technology awareness report increased PEoU, PT and PU then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they are more likely to be more accustomed to IT technologies in general.} \]

(b) Age. The acceptance of a new technology may be strongly influenced by the age of the user. Studies revealed significant influence of age in many cases [37, 38]. Results of some studies revealed negative attitude towards the new technology from consumers in older age brackets, whereas in others age had less significance [39]. Age is thought to have a significant influence on accepting m-commerce in Saudi Arabia as a developing country. Therefore, hypothesis H5 is defined as:

\[ H5: \text{If younger citizens report higher levels of PEoU, PT and PU then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because younger citizens better realise the advantage of m-commerce.} \]

(c) Culture. The culture of any society develops over long periods of time and continually evolves. According to the Cultural Dimensions Theory [40], culture consists several dimensions including Individualism, Collectivism, Power, Masculinity and Femininity, among others. Such evolution and diversity made culture a complex term to define. However, it can be defined as “the values, beliefs, norms and behavioural patterns of a group of people in a society for national culture, staff of an organization for organizational culture, specific professions for professional” [41].

Culture has been considered as a moderator of technology acceptance in many studies from different perspectives [42, 43, 44]. The national level perspective has been widely adopted where the impacts of national values on technology acceptance were examined [45, 46]. Positive and negative correlation between national cultural values and technology acceptance were reported. For instance, Maitland and Bauer [45] found that that technology and acceptance are positively correlated with the impacts of national culture value. On the contrary, some studies revealed that national cultural values fail to anticipate the intention of users to accept the technology as the similarity of cultural values among all users cannot be guaranteed [46]. The above discussion makes the cultural factors at both national level and individual level interesting moderators to test. The research model presented in this paper considers Image as a cultural factor. Image refers to the extent to which an individual considers that using new technologies promote their social status and appearance among their peers in the society [47]. This factor was considered in many studies [48, 49, 50]. It has been believed that the tendency towards using new technologies such as e-government, may indicate a higher level of civilisation and modernisation an individual has. Similar context applies to e- and m-commerce where consumers in Saudi Arabia may find it prestigious that they carry out their purchase using their mobile phone. The influence of the Image factor can be more obvious with trading companies that can show off that they adopt m-commerce technologies and can deliver their product to their consumers doorsteps with few phone screen touches. Based on the above, hypothesis H6 is placed.

\[ H6: \text{If citizens, who engage with m-commerce technology so as to increase their social image among their peers, report higher levels of PEoU, PT and PU then this will} \]
lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will be keen to promote their social image.

(d) Social influence. Social influence refers to the extent to which external social factors impact individual behaviours [51]. People may become involved in various types of behaviour when they are influenced by other individual or group of people [10]. Social influence can be viewed as a result of the interaction between where people sense and realise what is accepted by society. Consequently, the behaviour of a certain group of people may influence others behavioural intention towards the acceptance of new technology. For this reason, Social influence has been widely considered as a main moderator of user behavioural intentions in many studies e.g. [10, 52]. It is also one of essential constructs of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model (UTAUT). According to [53], five categories of a new technology adopters are defined, namely, innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. Social influence can significantly affect each of the three latter categories, which obviously form the majority of the technology adopters. That also may explain the wide adoption of this factor in many innovative technologies including e-commerce [54], e- and m-government [55], fitness applications [56] among others. Based on the above, hypothesis H7 is formulated as: H7: If citizens, influenced by other individual’s or groups’ behaviour towards m-commerce technology, report higher levels of PEOU, PT and PU then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will be keen to conform to other individual and group behaviour.

2) Technology implementation factors: Technology implementation factors refer to a set of processes that are essential to realise the m-commerce technology. Each of them matches and replaces a process that exists in traditional commerce.

(a) Delivery and collection services. When an SME business produces a physical product that to be used by their consumers, at least one of two services are essential for the success of that SME, the delivery service or the click-and-collect service. The delivery service refers to the process of transporting purchased goods to an address specified by the consumer. The click-and-collect service refers to the process of delivering the purchased goods to a destination specified by the seller (sometimes the consumer selects from a set of destinations specified by the seller) along with the process of handing the goods over to the consumer from that destination. Any lack of provisioning for both services means that the m-commerce operation cannot be realised and, effectively, turns the system into an advertising system. In addition, the quality of these services influences the intention to accept m-commerce by the consumers. The more accurate and reliable the service, the more convincing and encouraging the m-commerce to accept [57] Based on the above, hypothesis H8 is formulated as: H8: If citizens, who experience highly reliable delivery and/or click-and-collect services, report higher levels of PU then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will observe the usefulness of m-commerce.

(b) Product specification Product specification is information displayed to the consumer of the m-commerce system (or e-commerce in general) in order to describe the product features, properties, and recommend operating conditions. The accuracy of the specification is important for the customer satisfaction and the seller reputation. Meeting the customer expectations will encourage the customer to re-buy the product or reusing the service of the seller in addition to recommending it to other users. On the other hand, failing to achieve customer satisfaction will have the opposite effect. Repeatedly failing to meet customer satisfaction may discourage the customer usage of the m-commerce system at all. Therefore, although to maintain high accuracy of product specification is challenging for the sellers, they are still required to do so in order to make their m-commerce system a success [58]. Based on the above, hypothesis H9 is formulated. H9: If citizens, who observe m-commerce products, technology and services perform as expected, report higher levels of PU then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will observe the usefulness of m-commerce.

(c) Perceived mobility. Perceived mobility refers to the ability users have to access services and information any time while they move [59]. Thanks to the advancement of wireless technology that enabled efficient mobile computing. Benefiting from this technology, m-commerce provides a credible extension to e-commerce. Users are no longer restricted to use static computing devices, such as desktop machines, to purchase goods, conduct sales, and access services as mobility allows them to access these functionalities while they move. This allows pervasive e-commerce and provides potential for wider use of technology. Subsequently, perceived mobility has been considered as a crucial factor that motivates users to adopt m-technologies, including m-government [22], m-learning [60], and m-banking [59].

Mobile payment (m-payment) is another aspect of perceived mobility. It is a service that refers to the process of making payments using mobile devices [61]. Practically, one can argue that m-commerce can be realised without m-payment service, e.g. by on-delivery or on-collect payments. However, such service will limit the advantages of m-commerce and its usefulness. Consequently, the acceptance to use this service by the consumers is essential for wide adoption of m-commerce technology. Wu et al. [62] conducted a study to understand the determinants of consumer acceptance of m-payment. Their findings reveal that risk and ease of use are main factors
that encourage consumers to use this service. Risk refers to the expected loss associated to making a payment using the m-payment system. As the m-payment can be part of the m-commerce systems, the associated risk is therefore a factor that affects the adoption of m-commerce. Based on the above view, hypothesis H10 is formulated.

**H10:** If citizens, who are able to access m-commerce services from their mobile devices regardless of their location, report increased **PEoU and PT** then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will observe the ease of usefulness and better trust m-commerce.

3) Technical factors:

(a) **Software quality.** This factor refers to a set of features and properties that software meets in order to satisfy the user requirements. The standard ISO 9126 [63] defines a set of attributes of software quality that concern users and developers. The development of m-commerce software system needs to take into software quality attributes in order to satisfy the users interacting with the system through their mobile devices. The user perception of the system quality may affect the whether he/she will proceed a commercial transaction and consequently may affect the intention to use m-commerce [64]. This study focuses on the following aspects of software quality:

- **Presentation.** The m-commerce software provides an environment where users utilise technology features. Presentation should take the characteristics of mobile devices into consideration. Such characteristics include limited computational and memory resources, small screen size, limited energy, and cost of data transfer. Presentation on mobile devices highly depends on text and a few number of colours and avoidance of images especially high resolution ones. The presentation should avoid too many colours as that negatively affects readability. Furthermore, as users’ mobile devices are heterogeneous (i.e. different in features and capabilities) the m-commerce software may be customised according to the devices capabilities to improve readability and appearance. In short, user-friendly presentation may affect the perceived ease of use of the m-commerce system and consequently may affect the intention to use this technology.

- **Reliability.** Software reliability refers to the probability that m-commerce software will not exhibit failures for a certain period. This is a critical factor for the success of any system when software is a critical part of it. Software the produces errors, performs slowly, has unresponsive services, or contains broken links is unreliable. Previous studies show a strong correlation between reliability and this may affect the **PEoU and PU.**

- **Navigation.** The navigability of a software system refers to the existence of components that eases access to the information and functionalities of the system. These components include navigation bars, site maps and quick links. Each of these components should places in a proper place on the user interface; preferably following the W3C Mobile Web Best Practices 1.0 [65]. For example, the navigation bar should be position at the top of the interfacing page, the main contents appear on the page avoiding any extra scrolling, and any secondary element may be positioned at the bottom. The navigation factor is an important attribute of software quality and mainly affects the **PEoU** [64]. Based on the above discussion, hypothesis H11 is formulated.

**H11:** If citizens, who observe the quality of software based mobile products, report increased **PEoU and PU** then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will observe the ease of use and usefulness of m-commerce.

(b) **Software Security.** It might be obvious that Software Security affects users’ attitudes to adopting m-commerce. A security threat to the system may cause denial of service, disclosure of data, financial losses, and personal abuse, among others [66, 67]. All these threats negatively affect the user intention to adopt m-commerce. Therefore, m-commerce software must implement security protection techniques including authorisation, authentication, data cryptography, and transactions encryption, among others in order to secure the system and reassure the user to adopt it [68]. Based on that, hypothesis H12 is placed.

**H12:** If citizens, who observe that m-commerce products and services are highly secure login and data protection, report increased **PT** then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will understand that their data will be less likely to be at risk.

4) **Environmental factors.** The environment in which an m-commerce firm operates and the internal environment of that firm play an important role in the adoption of m-commerce. Therefore, we consider two environmental factors that relate to the state of the firm intending to adopt m-commerce and the government role to support this new technology [15].

(a) **Technology Infrastructure.** Technology infrastructure is a requirement that firms need to carefully consider when they intend to adopt m-commerce. This involves communication, hardware, inter-organisation network, and staff IT expertise. Wireless networks technology is the key enablers of m-commerce. Network coverage and bandwidth are the main features that determine the reliability, speed, and convenience of the communication over the wireless network. Limited network coverage and low bandwidth are indeed barriers to communications and affect comfort with using the m-commerce system. Therefore, firms need to study the national wireless infrastructure in Saudi Arabia and ensure that it is adequate to satisfy their business needs and their customers convenience. In addition, the firms may need to develop mobile application for their m-commerce. This requires hardware resources to build a data centre that hosts the application back-ends and maintains the system data. All the above...
requires staff expertise to study, build, and maintain the m-commerce system. Based on the above, hypothesis H13 is formulated.

**H13: If citizens, who observe that m-commerce products and services implementing secure suitable technological Infrastructure, report increased PT and PU then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will be more able to trust and use the m-commerce system.**

(b) **Governmental regulations.** As discussed above, m-commerce brings many advantages to the consumers. These include comfortable and mobile shopping, search for products, and quick comparison of prices. However, trusting the m-commerce system is a crucial factor for adopting m-commerce. Consumer will purchase items from seller whom the consumers will not physically meet and will purchase items which they do not physically view. Consumers will pay for those items with doubt about the transactions’ security. These issues and others necessitate the need for regulations that increase the trust of system. Therefore, a main factor to achieve this trust is to protect consumers through governmental legislation [69]. From a different perspective, producers need also governmental policies that protect their intellectual properties, trademarks, and domain names. They also need governmental policies for supporting technology implementation issues such as securing online payments, setting up exchange rates, and reducing taxes [67]. Based on that, hypothesis H14 is placed.

**H14: If citizens, who observe that the Saudi government provides supportive and protective m-commerce technology infrastructure, report increased PT and PU then this will lead to an increase in citizens intention to adopt m-commerce because they will feel they are less exposed to dishonest treatment and hence encourage their trust and use of m-commerce products and services.**

IV. **Conclusion and Future Research**

This paper has developed a new m-commerce acceptance framework for investigating the adoption of m-commerce in Saudi Arabia. The model takes into consideration both customer and businesses perspectives. It defines factors that affect the intention to use m-commerce technology. For the scope of this position paper, we have presented the model and discussed its dependent and independent factors. Our next work is to conduct a thorough study to collect data and analyse the model.

In more details, this position paper will be followed by a thorough study to analyse and evaluate the proposed model. The research methodology is two-fold: quantitative survey, and qualitative interview. The goal of the quantitative analysis is to investigate the customers’ perspectives towards adopting m-commerce. This will be undertaken by a survey questionnaire which will be randomly distributed among potential m-commerce users in Saudi Arabia. The survey will be distributed electronically\(^1\) and we aim at a sample size of at least 500 participants. The questions of the survey will look at the extent to which each of the research model factors affects the decision of adopting m-commerce and the extent to which customers find m-commerce easy, useful, and trusted. All of the survey items will be measured using a five-point Likert-type scale with responses from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. The reliability of the research instrument will be examined using Cronbach’s \(\alpha\), which measures the extent to which a set of items measures a single factor. Resulting quantitative data will be analysed following a statistical method with target significance level of 0.05. On the other hand, the goal of the qualitative analysis is to investigate the businesses perspectives towards adopting m-commerce. This will be undertaken by semi-structured interviews with marketing managers of private companies in Saudi Arabia. We aim at interviewing four to ten company managers. The interview will look at the advantages that m-commerce brings to the company in case the company utilises a m-commerce technology. Otherwise, the interview will investigate the reasons behind abandoning m-commerce and if there are future plans to adopt m-commerce.
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